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Trivia for November
What was Goldilock's name when the hungry little girl
was first introduced in the famous fairy tale The Three

Little Bears over a hundred years ago?

Our November

$25 Gift Certificate Winners!
We try to give away four (4) $25.00 Gift Certificates to The Book Rack

account holders each month. 

The names are selected from all our registered customers who have
registered and/or had a trade or purchase since 1 November 2017.

All a winner has to do is read the newsletter and find your name listed
below, then come in and claim your reward. No purchase is required and

you don't have to register separately from your initial account registration.

The November 2019 winner #1 is:

http://www.thebookrackqc.com/
mailto:BookRackQC@Gmail.com


Jeffrey A. Nelson
See the other 3 winning names elsewhere in the newsletter,

below. Find your name and just call or stop at the store on or
before December 1, 2019 to claim your prize: 

A $25 gift certificate from The Book Rack!

Did You Know?
Author's Modus Operandi

Edgar Allan Poe never sat down to write until he had
completely arranged his plot and characters – and even
their manner of speaking. To facilitate this, he paced the
floor like an expectant father getting himself psyched up

for his big moment.

November Holidays and Events at 
The Book Rack: 

Month: 
Aviation History Month
Child Safety Protection Month
National Caregivers Appreciation Month
National Novel Writing Month
Native American Heritage Month

Day:
November 1 – All Saint's Day
2 – Local Author Patty Joy will be at The Book Rack 11-1:00
2 – Book Lover's Day
7 – Men Make Dinner Day – Guys, we can help with this.
11 – Veteran's Day – Fly the Flag High!
12 – Young Reader's Day
16 – Local Author Bianca Sierra will be at The Book Rack 11-1:00 
16 – International Tolerance Day
23 & 30– Sean Leary, local author, will be at The Book Rack 12-2:00



28 – Thanksgiving Day – The Book Rack will be closed!
29 – Black Friday – The Book Rack will be OPEN!
29 – Local Author David Dorris will be at The Book Rack 11-1:00

Featured Authors
Bianca Sierra, David Dorris, Patty Joy &

Sean Leary

Local Author #1: Bianca Sierra
Author of 

The Replacement & Remember

  
  

The Replacement
Angelica was willing to do almost anything for Merrick, until they were caught.
Her punishment for breaking Lymerian law is unthinkable, but at least she will
live. In fact, she might live forever. This YA Sci-fi novel is the first in a series by

debut author Bianca Sierra-Luebke.The Lymerians have been living in secret on
Earth for centuries. Angelica is their newest replacement, taken to ensure the

survival of this long-lived race and to discourage falling in love with a human. Yet
Angelica is not like the previous replacements. Even her Architect is unusual.
Clara, commander of the Slayers and deadliest of the Lymerians, is chosen.

When she steps forward, their fates are sealed. The Laws of Liturgy are binding.
As Clara and two Guards descend into the dungeons with Angelica, the entire

race wonders what kind of Lymerian will return when the transition is
complete.Full of deception, heartache, and despair, this dark novel is for readers

that love a great twist. Bit by bit the story unfolds, changing everything you
thought you knew the page before. 

Remember
We are the first surge, born following lifetimes of infertility and discord among



our kind. Though we were not bred of this planet, it is all we have ever known.
We are a new beginning, test subjects for what is hoped to be the future of our
race. Clara is the most talented Slayer of her surge, bested only by her trusted
friend, Victor. When forced to slay the lives of innocent children, she sets out on
a path that will transform her into the deadliest thing on the planet.Victor is the

truest Slayer of his surge and their fearless leader. Often torn between duty and
love, he endures lifetimes of torment and indecision, constantly teetering

between honor and his own desires. 
The Author

Bianca Sierra-Luebke was born in 1982 in Moline, IL. The area is more widely
known as the Quad Cities and is home of Whitey's Ice Cream and birthplace of
the taco pizza. Currently she lives just across the river in Bettendorf, IA with her
husband and their three children. Bianca's calling has long been working with

children and the community. In 2006, she completed her BA in Elementary
Education and worked for several years as a teacher. In 2012, she began

working in the children's room of the Rock Island Public Library while studying to
complete a MA in Library Science. Currently she is one of the branch

supervisors for the Davenport Public Library in Davenport, IA. Bianca is
passionate about writing for teens and inspiring them to keep working toward

their goals no matter what curve balls life throws at them. Her website
www.biancaliblady.com is dedicated to teen interests including what to read

next, seasonal tips and binge mode 

David Dorris
Author of

The Westside Kids Meet The Small Fry

There is Danger, Excitement, Adventure, in “The Westside Kids Meet The Small 
Fry.” This is the story of Rex Tarillo, a chemistry instructor at the University of 
Davenport. The West Side Kids Motorcycle Gang are in one of his classes, and 
due to chemicals getting mixed up, Rex becomes a dwarf. There is Hannibal, 
the gang’s leader, who, through his communication, destroys the English 



language with misspelled and misused words. Then there is Scooter, who has a 
passion to work with chemicals and is Hannibal’s lifelong friend. T. J. Columbo 
appears on the scene as a police officer and Hannibal’s uncle. Margret Mason is
Rex Tarillo’s girlfriend, who goes on a crime spree with Rex and helps him rob 
and shrink people with Rex’s chemicals, putting terror in Davenport, Iowa. The 
West Side Kids team up with Hannibal’s uncle Columbo to try to stop and catch 
the small fry. Read and find out what the little fellows’ plans are to do something 
big in The West Side Kids Meet the Small Fry.

The Author

David retired after working thirty-five years at Ralston Purina. He coached Dad's
Softball for thirty years. He always taught the kids that played for him that life is 
like a sport, which encouraged him to write his other three books, “Life Is Too 
Short", “Life Is Too Short: Choices In Life" and "Life Is Too Short: Life Is What 
We Make It". David would joke around once in a while about writing a short story
about a Dwarf going around robbing and killing people. This Dwarf was caught 
by the police and was sentenced to the electric chair by a judge. David was 
going to call this short story, Small Fry. A friend of his suggested he write a book 
about Small Fry. After thinking about it, David came up with a more detailed 
version of Small Fry and The Westside Kids Meet The Small Fry is the result. 

David will be at The Book Rack November 29 (Black Friday) 11-1:00. Stop in, 
why don't you!

Local Author #2: Patty Joy
Author of 

An Education in Murder
The Author

Patty Joy juggles many hats while homeschooling her four children, including 
chauffeur, scout leader, swimming and soccer coach, secretary and cook, 
adding creative writing in her free time. Though her husband does not own a 
restaurant, she often wishes he did, as the whole family agrees that he is the 
better chef. She has lived in Illinois with her family for over twenty years, half of 
those providing first-hand experience of the joys of small-town life.



                                                    

An Education in Murder 
While homeschooling her five children in her small town, Rainbow Bailey spends
her days knee deep in lesson plans, laundry and science projects. Between 
helping run her husband’s sandwich shop and preparing for the town fundraiser, 
Rainbow’s plate is full.
One night off, she discovers a body wrapped in plastic and tossed into a 
dumpster, turning her whole world upside down.

Charlottesville's new chief of police, fresh from the big city, is struggling to adjust
to small-town life. With no good clues to follow, sets his eyes on Rainbow as the 
prime suspect.
Will Rainbow and her kids, with their unending curiosity and thirst for answers, 
be able to convince Chief Flint that she had nothing to do with poor Harmless 
Harvey's death?

Patty Joy will be at The Book Rack November 2, 11-1:00. Please stop in, visit
with her and check out her book. Patty is another of the fine local authors too

few readers have the privilege to have read. Take your name off that list!

Featured Author #3: Sean Leary
Author of 

The Arimathean

What if the three Magi were NINJA WIZARDS sent to save Mary and Joseph on



the way to Bethlehem? That's the fantastic premise behind award-winning
author Sean Leary's action-fantasy novel THE ARIMATHEAN, which offers a

very different and more explosive take on the Christmas story! THE
ARIMATHEAN follows the parents of Christ on the road to his birth as King

Herod, in league with Satan, are attempting to destroy them before Jesus can
be born. The only thing standing in the way of hordes of demons and deadly

assassins are the three Magi as well as their former fourth warrior, THE
ARIMATHEAN! Critics have praised the novel as "an action-packed thrill ride"

and "Lord of the Rings meets the Bible!" It's a fun, wild and pulse-pounding take
on the familiar tale just in time for Christmas! 

The Author
Sean Leary is an author, director, artist, musician, producer and entrepreneur 
who has been writing professionally since debuting at age 11 in the pages of the
Comics Buyers Guide. An honors graduate of the University of Southern 
California masters program, he has written over 50 books including the best-
sellers The Arimathean, Every Number is Lucky to Someone and We Are All 
Characters. 

Sean will be at The Book Rack 23 & 30 November from 12 – 2:00. Don't miss
this opportunity to stop in and visit with one of the QCA's most successful

authors. 

Christmas is Coming!!

In addition to books, The Book Rack offers a
few other great gifts.

Metal Signs each cost $12.00, are 16”x12.5” and you can
apply up to $3.00 of your store credit. We have a wide
assortment at the store and a catalog with 100's more. 



Gift Certificates in any denomination. AND, 

until December 25, they are 20% off!

$25 for $20; $100.00 for $80.00; 

$1,000 for $800.00 and $10 for $8.00, for example. They
NEVER expire. Gift certificates make wonderful, appreciated
gifts for your children's teachers. Paired with our Teachers'
Credit program they can add books to their classroom libraries

at no cost to themselves. 

AND

Bookbones
Bookbones make great stocking stuffers!



The November 2019 Winner #2 is:

Mike Theobald

Book Reviews
Blue Moon: A Jack Reacher Novel by Lee Child (2019) 

In the next highly anticipated installment of Lee Child's acclaimed suspense 
series, Jack Reacher comes to the aid of an elderly couple . . . and confronts his
most dangerous opponents yet.

"This is a random universe," Reacher says. "Once in a blue moon things turn out
just right."

This isn't one of those times.

Reacher is on a Greyhound bus, minding his own business, with no particular 
place to go, and all the time in the world to get there. Then he steps off the bus 
to help an old man who is obviously just a victim waiting to happen. But you 
know what they say about good deeds. Now Reacher wants to make it right.

An elderly couple have made a few well-meaning mistakes, and now they owe 
big money to some very bad people. One brazen move leads to another, and 
suddenly Reacher finds himself a wanted man in the middle of a brutal turf war 
between rival Ukrainian and Albanian gangs.

Reacher has to stay one step ahead of the loan sharks, the thugs, and the 
assassins. He teams up with a fed-up waitress who knows a little more than 
she's letting on, and sets out to take down the powerful and make the greedy 
pay. It's a long shot. The odds are against him. But Reacher believes in a certain
kind of justice . . . the kind that comes along once in a blue moon. 



Blue Moon is vintage Lee Child. A few recent Reacher novels haven't, in my 
opinion, quite lived up to that high standard. They just haven't had “it” the way 
some earlier in the series. Well, it seems we're back. Blue Moon is a fast, frantic,
fun read. I give it a full A and hope you have a chance to read it. You won't be 
disappointed. Get it on your Holiday gift list, or your Request List at The Book 
Rack. Don't wait, the list will be lo-o-ong.

The Return, an Inspector Van Veeteren Mystery by Hakan Nesser (2007)

Nesser spins a story that leaves even the most veteran crime novel readers 
chilled.

A new case for Chief Inspector Van Veeteren - the complicated history of a 
nearly perfect murder. On a sunny August day a man is released from prison. 
On a rainy April day children at play find his corpse. The fact that the dead man 
is Leopold Verhaven only becomes clear after some time because the mutilated 
corpse is without its head, legs and feet. Who would be interested in killing this 
man, a double murderer who spent 24 years in prison?

Determined to let no case go unsolved, Chief Inspector Van Veeteren reopens 
the case. What he discovers is that Verhaven was a star sprinter before he went
to prison for allegedly killing two of his lovers. However, he never confessed to 
the murders and spent a lifetime proclaiming his innocence. Was he killed 
because someone thought he had not been punished enough? Or was 
someone afraid of Verhaven's revenge? A terrible suspicion stalks Van 
Veeteren: had Verhaven been telling the truth? Was he really innocent? 

“Appealing...engaging...unexpectedly poignant...A lean whodunit whose 
narrative speed and concision are admirable...Mystery fans should rejoice.” 
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
Nesser is another very skilled Swedish mystery writer. This book won the 
Swedish Crime Writer's Academy Prize for Best Novel in 1994. It's a very good 



book and I was a little surprised by how much I ended up enjoying it. It develops
more slowly than most and focuses heavily on the police work involved. That 
can become tedious, but not so here. I give it a solid B. Nesser now has 10 titles
in his Inspector Van Veeterer series and has begun another series with a 
planned 5-titles featuring Inspector Barbarotti - a detective who spends as much
of his time debating the existence of God as he does solving cases. If you are 
looking for a new author and see a Nesser novel, give it a try. You're likely to be 
glad you did.

Whirlwind by Joseph Garber (2004)

Charlie McKenzie is the best at what he does, and what he does best of all is 
the CIA's dirty work. At least he did until his bosses double-crossed him. Jailed 
and disgraced to cover up a mammoth intelligence blunder, Charlie wants to get 
even.
Opportunity knocks when Irina Kolodenkova, a young Russian spy, stumbles 
across a top-secret technology called Whirlwind, the most important military 
breakthrough since the atomic bomb. Charlie's the only one with the very special
skills needed to track her down and retrieve it. The desk jockeys who betrayed 
Charlie have no choice: they have to put him back on the job. But Charlie 
already knows too much. Once he recovers Whirlwind, his enemies plan to 
betray him again -- this time for keeps.

They put a lethal South African soldier of fortune on Charlie's trail. His orders: 
keep Charlie in your crosshairs until he finds Whirlwind, then take him down.

However, Charlie has plans of his own, and he is not going to be an easy kill. 
Quite the contrary ... 

"Fast-paced thrillers don't get any better than this." - Clive Cussler 

OK. Cussler probably overstated it, but I actually did enjoy this book. I listened 
to it while driving. Charlie McKenzie is a very likable, witty, sharp as a razor 
agent who can anticipate every move and counter it deftly. The story was less 

https://www.fantasticfiction.com/c/clive-cussler/


about the stolen secrets and more about the chase and was definitely fast-
paced. I give it a B+. If you can find a Joseph R. Garber book (he only wrote 4) 
I'd recommend picking it up while you can. I honestly don't think you'll regret it. 
BTW, his best know book was Vertical Run.

Charley's Web by Joy Fielding (2008)

Charley Webb is a beautiful single mother who writes a successful and 
controversial column for the Palm Beach Post. She's spent years building an 
emotional wall against scathing critics, snooty neighbors, and her disapproving 
family. But when she receives a letter from Jill Rohmer, a young woman serving 
time on death row for the murders of three small children, her boundaries slowly 
begin to fade. Jill wants Charley to write her biography so that she can share the
many hidden truths about the case that failed to surface during her trial. Seeing 
this as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, Charley begins her journey into the mind 
of this deeply troubled woman.
Her path takes a twisted turn, however, when the anonymous letters she's 
recently received from an angry reader evolve into threats, targeting her son and
daughter. As Charley races against time to save her family, she begins to 
understand the value of her seemingly intrusive neighbors, friends, and 
relatives. As she discovers, this network of flawed but loving people might just 
be her only hope of getting out alive.

Filled with complex characters and a plot rich with intrigue, Charley's Web is Joy
Fielding at her heart-skipping, mesmerizing best.

I think this is my first Joy Fielding book, but it won't be my last. It is an intense 
thriller that kept be fully engaged. Very well written. Charley Webb is a great 
character. I give it an A-. If you like Erica Spindler, Carlene Thompson, or Linda 
Barnes, or just enjoy a good thriller, get Joy Fielding.

The 9th Girl by Tami Hoag (2013)



#1 "New York Times" bestselling author Tami Hoag brings back her fan-favorite 
Minneapolis investigators Sam Kovac and Nikki Liska in the haunting new thriller
"The 9th Girl."
""Kovac had seen more dead bodies than he could count: Men, women, 
children; victims of shootings, stabbings, strangulations, beatings; fresh corpses 
and bodies that had been left for days in the trunks of cars in the dead of 
summer. But he had never seen anything quite like this . . . ""
On a frigid New Year's Eve in Minneapolis a young woman's brutalized body 
falls from the trunk of a car into the path of oncoming traffic. Questions as to 
whether she was alive or dead when she hit the icy pavement result in her 
macabre nickname, Zombie Doe. Unidentified and unidentifiable, she is the 
ninth nameless female victim of the year, and homicide detectives Sam Kovac 
and Nikki Liska are charged with the task of not only finding out who Zombie 
Doe is, but who in her life hated her enough to destroy her. Was it personal, or 
could it just have been a crime of opportunity? Their greatest fear is that not only
is she their ninth Jane Doe of the year, but that she may be the ninth victim of a 
vicious transient serial killer they have come to call Doc Holiday.
Crisscrossing America's heartland, Doc Holiday chooses his victims at random, 
snatching them in one city and leaving them in another, always on a holiday. If 
Zombie Doe is one of his, he has brought his gruesome game to a new and 
more terrifying level. But as Kovac and Liska begin to uncover the truth, they will
find that the monsters in their ninth girl's life may have lived closer to home. And 
even as another young woman disappears, they have to ask the question: which
is the greater evil--the devil you know or the devil you don't?

This is a very good book. While the subject is hard to take, Hoag handles it well 
and weaves a gripping story. I give it an A- and recommend it and Tami Hoag to 
you. If you like Sandra Brown, Kay Hooper, Lisa Jackson or Iris Johansen you'll 
likely love Hoag!

Travels in the Scriptorium by Paul Auster (2007)



Travels in the Scriptorium details a day in the life of Mr. Blank, an old man who wakes 
up in a room not knowing who he is or why he is there. The room, a sort of collegiate 
Motel 6, is equipped with a comfortable leather chair and a manuscript at a desk.

With nothing better to do, Mr. Blank begins to read the manuscript, but no sooner does
he start than he is interrupted by a stream of visitors -- a nurse, an ex-cop, a doctor -- 
who begin asking him about his “operatives.” The visitors and operatives are all 
characters from previous Auster novels. 

As Mr. Blank’s day drags on, things do not go well. His visitors drug him, the 
manuscript that he’s reading ends abruptly, and someone plays a mean trick on him by
moving things around in his room. But then he has a breakthrough: under the 
guidance of Dr. Farr, he is able to finish the tale of the Confederation and the Alien 
Territories. Thus, the entire setup -- the scriptorium -- seems to be an in-patient facility 
for writer’s block.

Travels in the Scriptorium poses deep and endlessly debatable questions. Who is 
really in charge of the creative process: the artist or the art? Is writing a prison (Mr. 
Blank seems trapped in his room) or is it a paradise (he’s fed, clothed, and sexually 
serviced by one of his nurses)? Is there such a thing as truth, or are there only the 
fabrications of reckless writers?

“Auster is one of our most intellectually elegant writers. . . . Themes are hungry 
ghosts, Borges said. Fortunately, Auster's ghosts are insatiable." --Howard 
Norman, The Washington Post Book World 

I'd call this book “literature”. Not in the sense of the classics, but rather 
somewhat experimental writing. It's not for everyone, but is intriguing.  I'd give it 
a C. Just not satisfying for me. Kind of a snapshot from “Waiting for the 
Barbarians,” by J.M. Coetzee, but missing a lot of the substance. The reader 
has to fill it in with little to go on. If you are a fan of William Golding (Not Lord of 
the Flies fan), Philip Roth or John Dos Passos you may well enjoy Auster. 



The November 2019 Winner #3 is:

Andrea Goveia

Recent and Upcoming New Releases:
Check out the prices following the title of the book. Those prices are the 
publisher's prices. The Book Rack price is normally 20% lower. When you 
pick it up at the store there is no shipping cost, though we can also ship it to 
you. Order now by calling the store or stopping in. We do ask for prepayment
on all special orders. 

You can also add any of these titles to your request list. Some will come in 
soon and others may take a while, but most will get to you eventually. 

Hardcover and Trade Paperback
Lyssa Kay Adams – The Bromance Book Club – 16.00

Nashville Legends second baseman Gavin Scott's marriage is in major league trouble. He's 
recently discovered a humiliating secret: his wife Thea has always faked the Big O. When he 
loses his cool at the revelation, it's the final straw on their already strained relationship. Thea 
asks for a divorce, and Gavin realizes he's let his pride and fear get the better of him. 

David Baldacci – A Minute to Midnight – 29.00



Mary Balough – Someone to Remember, A Westcott Story – 23.00

M. C. Beaton – Beating About the Bush, An Agatha Raisin 
Mystery – 26.99

MI.

Barbara Taylor Bradford – Master of His Fate, The House of 
Falconer – 17.99

Marc Cameron – Tom Clancy: Code of Honor, A Jack Ryan Novel 
– 29.95 – 26.99

C.J. Cherryh & Jane S. Fancher – Alliance Rising – 18.00



Hillary & Chelsea Clinton – The Book of Gutsy Women, Favorite 
Stories of Courage and Resilience – 35.00

Hillary Rodham Clinton and her daughter Chelsea share the stories of the gutsy women who 
have inspired them, women with the courage to stand up to the status quo, ask hard 
questions, and get the job done. 

Catherine Coulter & J.T. Ellison – The Last Second – 16.99

Michael Crichton – The Andromeda Evolution – 29.99

Clive Cussler – Final Option, A Novel of the Oregon Files – 29.00

Stephanie Evanovich – Twisted Twenty-Six, A Stephanie Plum 
Novel – 28.00

Richard Paul Evans – Noel Street – 21.99



Martha Grimes – The Old Success – 26.00

Robert Harris – The Second Sleep – 26.95

Anthony Horowitz – Forever and a Day – A James Bond Novel – 
16.99

Stephen King – Elevation – 9.99

Although Scott Carey doesn't look any different, he's been steadily losing weight. There are a 
couple of other odd things, too. He weighs the same in his clothes and out of them, no matter 
how heavy they are. Scott doesn't want to be poked and prodded. He mostly just wants 
someone else to know, and he trusts Doctor Bob Ellis. In the small town of Castle Rock, Scott
is engaged in a low grade--but escalating--battle with the lesbians next door whose dog 
regularly drops his business on Scott's lawn. One of the women is friendly; the other, cold as 
ice. Both are trying to launch a new restaurant, but the people of Castle Rock want no part of 
a gay married couple, and the place is in trouble. When Scott finally understands the 
prejudices they face--including his own--he tries to help. Unlikely alliances, the annual foot 
race, and the mystery of Scott's affliction bring out the best in people who have indulged the 
worst in themselves and others.



Stephen King – The Institute – 38.99

In the middle of the night, in a house on a quiet street in suburban Minneapolis, intruders 
silently murder Luke Ellis's parents and load him into a black SUV. The operation takes less 
than two minutes. Luke will wake up at The Institute, in a room that looks just like his own, 
except there's no window. And outside his door are other doors, behind which are other kids 
with special talents--telekinesis and telepathy--who got to this place the same way Luke did ...
In this most sinister of institutions, the director, Mrs. Sigsby, and her staff are ruthlessly 
dedicated to extracting from these children the force of their extranormal gifts. There are no 
scruples here. If you go along, you get tokens for the vending machines. If you don't, 
punishment is brutal. As each new victim disappears to Back Half, Luke becomes more and 
more desperate to get out and get help. But no one has ever escaped from the Institute.

E.E. Knight – Novice Dragoneer, The First Dragoneer Academy 
Novel – 16.00

Erin Morgenstern – The Starless Sea – 28.95

Joyce Carol Oates, Editor; Cutting Edge, New Stories of Mystery 
and Crime by Women Writers – 15.95



James Patterson – Ali Cross – 16.99

Danielle Steel – Spy – 28.99

At 18, Alexandra Wickham is presented to King George V and Queen Mary in an exquisite 
white lace and satin dress her mother has ordered from Paris. With her delicate blond looks, 
she is a stunning beauty who seems destined for a privileged life. But fate, a world war, and 
her own quietly rebellious personality lead her down a different path. 

Trivia for November
What was Goldilock's name when the hungry little girl
was first introduced in the famous fairy tale The Three

Little Bears over a hundred years ago?

Answer:

Silver Hair. From that she became Golden Hair, and
finally Goldilocks.

Mass Market Paperback



Mary Higgins Clark – You Don't Own Me (Under Suspicion Book 
6) – 8.99

Television producer Laurie Moran recently became engaged to her investigative television 
show's former host, Alex Buckley, and since then, the two have been happily planning a 
summer wedding, preparing for Alex's confirmation to a federal judicial appointment, and 
searching for the perfect New York City home for their new life together.

But then Laurie is approached by Robert and Cynthia Bell, parents of Dr. Martin Bell, a 
physician who was shot dead as he pulled into the driveway of his Greenwich Village carriage
house five years ago. The Bells are sure that Martin's disgraced and erratic wife, Kendra, 
carried out the murder. Determined to prove Kendra's guilt and win custody over their 
grandchildren, they plead with Laurie to feature their son's case on Under Suspicion, ensuring
her that Kendra is willing to cooperate.
As Laurie dives into the case, she learns that Martin wasn't the picture-perfect husband, 
father, and doctor he appeared to be and was carrying secrets of his own. And what does the 
web of lies ensnaring the Bell family have to do with a dangerous stranger, who gazes at 
Laurie from afar and thinks, She is actually quite a lovely girl, I'm sure she's going to be 
missed...? 

Marc Cameron - Tom Clancy, Oath of Office, A Jack Ryan Novel – 
9.99

Kate Carlisle – Shot Through the Hearth, A Fixer-Upper Mystery –
7.99

https://www.amazon.com/You-Dont-Under-Suspicion-Novel-ebook/dp/B07CL94K1G/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=You+Don't+Own+Me&qid=1571346333&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/You-Dont-Under-Suspicion-Novel-ebook/dp/B07CL94K1G/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=You+Don't+Own+Me&qid=1571346333&sr=8-1


Clive Cussler – Sea of Greed, A Novel from the NUMA Files – 9.99

Christine Feehan – Leopard's Wrath, A Leopard Novel – 7.99

Jonathan Kellerman – The Wedding Guest, An Alex Delaware 
Novel – 9.99

Lora Leigh – Lethal Nights, A Brute Force Novel – 7.99

Debbie Macomber – Alaskan Holiday – 6.99

Susan Mallery – Meant to Be Yours, Happily Inc – 8.99



Phillip Margolin – The Perfect Alibi – 9.99

Brenda Novak – Christmas in Silver Springs, A Silver Springs 
Novel – 7.99

James Patterson – The House Next Door – 9.99

Brandon Sanderson – The Well of Ascension – 9.99

Lyra Selene – Amber & Dusk – 9.99



Danielle Steel – Beauchamp Hall – 8.99

Carsten Stroud – The Shimmer – 8.99

Lori Wilde – The Christmas Dare, A Twilight, Texas Novel – 7.99

The November 2019 Winner #4 is:

Gail Cavins


